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Let F be an algebraic number field with ring of integers Do. For odd 
primes p and totally real F, Coates [3] has related the p-primary part of 
the tame kernel K2(oF) to the fixed elements of a Tate-twisted ideal-class- 
group, which occurs naturally in Iwasawa-theory. In [9], a similar result 
was obtained for the prime 2. These connections turned out to be crucial 
in deducing the Birch-Tate-Conjecture from the Main Conjecture in 
Iwasawa-theory (cf. [14,9]), which seems to have been settled now 
completely (cf. [ 14, 12, Appendix, for odd p and abelian number fields]). 
In the first part of this paper we generalize Coates’ result to arbitrary 
number fields. The approach is similar to the one used in [7] and [9], 
combined with results of Mercurjev-Suslin and Levine, which give the 
relation between torsion in K,(F) and Iwasawa-theory (cf. [ 111). 
Let E, = F(c,), E, = Un E, and G, = Gal(E,/F). Let U, be the group 
of units in E, and A, the p-primary part of the class-group. G, acts on 
WQ U, ( W= l& pP) and on the Tate-twist %a2 A, (Z =b pP) and 
the p-primary part of KZ(oF) is related to the fixed efements of these groups 
in the following way: If G, is pro-cyclic (hence either p is odd or p = 2 and 
F contains i or c2k - C2k for some k > 3), there is a natural surjective 
homomorphism K2(oF)(p) + (ZO,, Am)‘= and the kernel is isomorphic 
to ( WQ U,)Gm/max.div.subgroup. This maximal divisible subgroup 
is isomorphic to QP/Z, @ K3(F),d z (QPp/Zp)r2(F), where K3(F)nd = 
K,(F)/im(Ky(F)) is the indecomposable K,. In other words there is an 
exact sequence 
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(Theorem 2.6). If F is totally real. this reduces to Coates’ result 
K,(o,)(p) 2 (2 O&, ‘4 -< F’ mentioned above. If p = 2 and G, is not 
pro-cyclic-the exceptional case-a similar, but slightly more complicated 
result holds (Theorem 2.12). 
In the second part of the paper we study the structure of K?(o,)( p) 
through the arithmetic of the finite extension E,/F: We prove a general for- 
mula for the @‘-rank (i.e., the number of cyclic summands of K&or)(p), 
whose orders are divisible by p”) of K?(D~) (Theorem 3.2 and 
Corollary 3.7) in terms of data given by the extension E,/F. These formulas 
become more concrete in the case in which E,IF is an extension of degree 
p (3.9, 3.13, 3.16), and we discuss some special situations, relating the 
results to those already in the literature (cf. [4, 6-81). 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
Let oF be the ring of integers in a number field F, p a prime number, 
and S the set of all infinite primes and of all p-adic primes of F. Then 
OS= ~~[l/p] is the ring of S-integers in F. As is well-known, KZ(oF) is 
finite and isomorphic to the tame kernel, i.e., to the kernel of all tame 
symbols at finite primes on K,(F); hence 
0 -+ K*(Df-) + K*(F) -+ @ (oI;/b)* --$o (1) 
is exact, and similarly 
O-,K,(o;)-*K,(F)+ @ (eF/fz)*+O. (2) 
P&S 
Since for /Z 1 p the group (oJ~)* has order prime to p, the p-primary parts 
of K2(oF) and K2(o;) coincide. 
Torsion and cotorsion in K,(F) have been completely described in terms 
of Galois-cohomology for arbitrary fields by Mercurjev and Suslin [ 161: 
Let K3(F)nd := K,(F)/im(Ky(F)) denote the indecomposable K,, and 
H’(F, .) Galois-cohomology. For each n > 1 there is an exact sequence 
0 - H”(F, p$? *) - K,(F),+ Kj(F)nd---+ H’(F, @*) 
3 K*(F)5 K,(F) - H2(F, @‘)- 0, (3) 
which induces a short exact sequence 
0 - K,(F),,/K,(F);;- H’(F, pj?‘) +n K,(F) - 0. (4) 
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In the same manner the p-torsion in KZ(oF) (or K?(D:)) is related to Ctale- 
cohomology: Let HiJo:,. ) denote the &tale-cohomology groups of 
spec(o;). Then HzJo:, cl”,‘) = H”(F, p,“‘) and for i> 1, HL,(o:, p,“‘) is 
related to H’(F, p,$? ‘) by a localization sequence (cf. [20, Proposition 11). 
Combining this sequence with the Mercurjev-Suslin sequence (3) and the 
sequence for the tame kernel (2) we obtain 
PROPOSITION 1.1 (Soule). There is a long exact sequence 
Note that K3(o&,= K,(F),,. 
Again we extract the following short exact sequence. 
COROLLARY 1.2. There is a short exact sequence 
0 + K~(o;)n&(u;)~;’ H&$, $2’) -pIi Kz(o,) --* 0. 
Let E, = F(cpn), where ip” is a primitive p”th root of 1, and let E, = 
lJn E,. Each E, is a Galois-extension of F with Galois-group G, and we let 
G, = Gal(E,/F). Then E, is the cyclotomic h,-extension of E, (resp. of 
E,, if p = 2). Hence G, z Z, x Gal(E,/F) (resp. G, z Z, x Gai(E,/F), if 
p = 2). Note that we do not exclude the case F= E, , resp. F= E2. If p is 
odd, G, is pro-cyclic, whereas for p = 2 either G, z Z, is pro-cyclic (the 
non-exceptional case) or G, g H, x Z/22 (the exceptional case). The first 
case occurs precisely when either in F or for some k 3 3: c2k - c2k E F. We 
shall refer to the non-exceptional case, if either p is odd or p = 2, F non- 
exceptional. 
In [ 111 we replaced the Galois-cohomology group H’(F, pp’) in (4) for 
an arbitrary field F (char F# p) to obtain more explicit descriptions of the 
map-q.. For the convenience of the reader we recall the principal results: 
Let K3(&, denote the torsion-free part of K3(F)nd and for p = 2 let k > 3 
be maximal, such that Gal(E,/F) has exponent 2. 
THEOREM 1.3 (cf. [ f 11). In the non-exceptional case there are short 
exact sequences (n 2 k, ifp = 2): 
@--+ %(F)/%(F)%+ &,nO E,*//.Q)~~+ K,(F) ---+ o 
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and 
0- Q,/Z,Qk,(F)-+ (W’@E*,)Gfa K,(F)(p)+O. 
Here IV- lim pLpn. 
To state the corresponding result in the exceptional case let f + = 
Gal(E,P,/F), generated by [+I -+[2~mI. For each n>k let F,= EL’ 
and let F, = U, F,. Thus F, is the cyclotomic Z,-extension of F. Let 
r,, = Gal(F,,/F) and I’, = Gal(F,/F) z H,, hence G, z r, x T+. Let 
(~*“OE,)-=ker(lON,~,,: p,“@E,* + ~~“0 F,*), and let B, denote the 
subgroup generated by y,, @ p2” and - 10 rzk + tzk. Then 
THEOREM 1.4 (cf. [ 11 I). In the exceptional case there are exact 
sequences: 
(a) Q--l, -l}#l inK,(F), 
O- ~,V’M~,V’)ih-+ C(PZ~O&-~BJ~~ 
+J&(F)/({-1, -I}>-0 
and 
O- Q,lGQK,(F),,- C(woE,,l-l~~/(-lOi~+i;t) 
*K,(F)(2)/+1, -lj>-0. 
(b) If { - 1, - 1) = 1 in K,(F), 
O- H’(r+, P$?~) - R,(F),,l&(F):d 
and 
- [(pz”@E,)-/BJrn+~ K,(F) - 0 
O- H’(T+, Q,/@?- Qz/GQK#‘)nci 
- [(W’@E,)p]rZ/(-1@[2~+i;+~K,(F)(2)-0. 
Note that H’(f +, p$?‘) z H’(T+, Q,/Z.~‘) z h/2Z. 
2. A GENERALIZATION OF A THEOREM OF COATES 
For totally real number fields F and odd primes p Coates computed in 
[3] the p-primary part of &(o~) in terms of the fixed group of the Tate- 
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twisted ideal-class-group of the field E,, and an analogous result for p = 2 
was proved in [9]. In this section we prove a general version for arbitrary 
number fields using the results of the previous section. 
Let U, denote the group of units in uF and A, the p-primary part of the 
clys-group of oF. A superscript S will denote the corresponding objects for 
oF, thus Us is the group of S-units and A”, the p-primary part of the 
S-ideal-class-group. Similarly a subscript n will denote the corresponding 
objects for the field E,. For any number field K let as usual r,(K) denote 
the number of real embeddings of K and r,(K) the number of pairs of com- 
plex conjugate embeddings. Furthermore d,(K) = # p-adic primes in K. 
Assume that F contains ppn; then the sequence (4) reduces to 
0- K,(F),,/K,(F)$-p,.QF*+,nK,(F)-0 (4’) 
and ~,(i,~Oz) = {iPn, z}, which is already due to Tate [22]. Evaluating 
the tame symbols shows that tip”, z). E K2(uF) o u,(z) ~0 mod p” at all 
fi # S. Thus if we define 
A,= { [z] E F*/F*P’ 1 u,(z) = O(p”) at all +. $ S} 
we obtain a short exact sequence 
O- K,(%,IK,V’)~;- P~&AF+,~ KZ(UF) - 0, (5) 
which in fact is split exact, since K,(F),,/K,(F)$r (H/pnZ)‘+‘2(F) (cf. [l] 
or [ 163). On the other hand A, is detected by a short split exact sequence 
O- U”,J(Us,)pn- A,*, AS,- 0, 
where 
,.(Izl,=[~~~~~~~).~~~~]. 
Tensoring with pPn we obtain the split exact sequence 
O-~,.~U~-~,.OA.~I~~.QA~-O, (6) 
hence from the S-unit-theorem the well-known formula for the p”-rank of 
Kz(uF): 
PROPOSITION 2.1. If+c F, 
rkp&(uF)) = d,(F) - 1 + r,(F) + rk,.(As). 
Of course r,(F) = 0 except possibly in the case p = 2, n = 1. 
641/42/l-8 
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Returning now to the general case of an arbitrary number field F, let 
i,: K?(F) -+ K,(E,) be the natural map. In the commutative diagram 
the vertical arrow on the right-hand side is an isomorphism, since all fi 4 S 
are unramified in E,; hence we obtain in particular 
LEMMA 2.2. XE K2(F) is contained in K,(o$) if and only if i,,(x) is 
contained in KJD~). 
Let d”, = An/pp.. Lemma 2.2 allows us to combine the sequences of 
Theorems 1.3 and 1.4 with the sequence (5) for the field E,: Let A, = 
I& A,, 2=limp,n. 
THEOREM 2.3. In the non-exceptional case there are short exact 
sequences (n 3 k ifp = 2): 
O-~,(~),,l~:,(F)~~~(~,.Od”,)Gn -+pn KAoF)-+O 
and 
From the exact sequence (6) we obtain 
where I!?: = Uz/p,,. is the p-torsion-free part of Uz. By Mercurjev’s Lemma 
(cf. [15, 11, Lemma 1.11) H’(G,, ~,~@oz)=O; hence we obtain 
exact. Passing to the direct limit this yields 
O~(wgvS,)G~~(ZOr,d,)G”-)(20+pAS,)G~~0. 
In a similar manner we prove 
(9) 
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LEMMA 2.4. Let U, = b U,, A, = lim A,,. There is a short exact 
sequence (in the non-exceptional case) 
O-t(W~U,)G~~(2~Zpd~)GL~(2~4A~)Gn~0. 
Proof. Let 8, = {[z] E E,*/(E,*)Pnl u,(z) E 0 mod p” at all finite ;/z}. 
Then we have 8, = @ 8,z = A,, since eventually all p-adic primes are 
totally ramified in E,,/E,, m large, n > m. Thus passing to the limit in the 
exact sequence 
O’(~~“OUn)Gn~(~p”O~.)Gn~(~Lp”OP”A”)Gn_*O 
we obtain the result. 
LEMMA 2.5. Q,/Z,QK3(F)nd~ (w@ Um)Gr. 
Proof For the field E, we have an exact sequence 
O- Q,/~,Q~&W,c,- WOE*, --% K,(E,)(p)- 0 
and Coates has shown that ker yrn c W@ U, [3, Lemma 31. Since 
Qe,/Z,@ K,(F),, is contained in (Qep/.ZP@ K3(Eoa)nd)Gm we obtain the 
result. 
Hence the homomorphisms (‘X0,, Am)‘” + (20z, Am)‘“, resp. 
(UO,, A,) Gm + (5 Qzp A;)‘=, factor through K2(oF)(p), and we obtain 
THEOREM 2.6. In the non-exceptional case we have exact sequences 
Since K2(oF) is finite and Q,/Z,@ K3(F)ndz (QP/HP)‘2(‘), the kernel of 
the surjective homomorphism K,(n,)(p) + (Z 0, AS)‘” is thus given 
upon dividing ( W@ 17~)‘” by its maximal divisible subgroup. 
If we assume that F is totally real (hence p odd, since we are in the non- 
exceptional case), we have 
0 + (WC3 Uac)G~ -+ K,(u,)(P) -+ (z 0, A cclG= -+ 0 
exact, but clearly (W@ 17~)~~ =O, since we have an action of complex 
conjugation. 
Thus 
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COROLLARY 2.7 (Coates) [3]. Assume p is odd and F totallv real. Then 
K,(o,)(P)r(ZO,pA,)G‘I. 
Assume for the rest of this section that p = 2 and F is exceptional. In 
order to combine Lemma 2.2 with the statement of Theorem 1.4 define A; 
to be the kernel of the norm map N,, on A,. Then we obtain 
THEOREM 2.8. Let p = 2, F exceptional. Then we have exact sequences 
(for n>k): 
and 
O- Q,/GQK,(F),,,~ [zQ,,A,]r’L.l(-1Qi2k+i;k) 
- &bFN2)/( { - 1, - 1) > - 0. 
(b) rf (-1, -l} = 1 in K,(F), 
0 - w(r+, ~~92) - &(l;),&%F):, 
- C(/.+QA, )l&lrn-,~ k(0~1-3 0 
and 
Let ( pLzn Q Us)- denote the kernel of 1 Q N,, acting on pz” Q U f, and 
(A”)- the kernel of the surjective norm AZ + A;“. 
Restricting the homomorphism 1 Q II/, in the sequence (6) to ,M*~ Q A; 
we obtain 
but 1 Q $,, is no longer surjective. We compute the image in Section 3. If 
we pass, however, to the direct limit, it becomes surjective: 
LEMMA 2.9. There are short exact sequences 
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and 
O-(WQU,)--20LzA,-2022A,-0. 
ProoJ This follows from the commutative diagram 
0 0 0 
I I I 
o-----i 2Qz, (AS,)- - 2Qz,AS,- UOz2A;m-0 
I I 
0 0 
and-similarly-for the second sequence. 
PROPOSITION 2.10. H’(T,, 2@,, A;)=O. 
Proof. Assume first that { - 1, - 1) # 1 in K,(F,). Let oFr be the ring 
of integers in K,(F,). Then we have an exact sequence 
O-,~~,/~,QK,t~,),,-,‘3Q,,A,~~,t~,~)t2)l({-l, -l}>-+O. 
From [ll] we know that H’(F’,, Q,/h,OK,(F,),,)=O, hence 
~‘t~,,~Q~2A,)~~‘t~,,K2t~~,)t2)l((-1, -1))). 
The remark in [ 1 l] following Corollary 3.6 immediately implies 
H’(L KA+,UN z H’(~m, KA+JW { - 1, - 1) >). 
If (-1, -l}=l in K,(F,) we have 
O~H1(T+,&P,/7~2)-,Q,/Z,OK,(F,),,~20,,A,~K,(o,)(2)-,O 
exact. Now again, since H’(T,, Q,/Z,O K,(F,),J=O, the same is true 
for H’(f,, QJZ2O K,(F,),,/H’(T+, Q&F’?‘)); hence again we obtain 
H'(T,,~~,,A,)~~'(~,,K,(u,)(~)). 
But the latter group is isomorphic to H’(r,, K,($‘,)), which is 
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trivial by [ll, Proposition 3.51. To see the isomorphism note that 
H’(T,, K*(o~~)(~))G H’(f,,, K,(F,,)) as a consequence of the diagram (7). 
COROLLARY 2.11. There are e.xact sequences 
O-,[(WQU”)~]“,~(?Q,,A,)“, 
-(~Q&S,,)- IrL -H’(T,,, (mwy)+o 
and 
To relate this to the sequences of Theorem 2.8 we have to divide 
(2@H2 AL)~~’ by ( - 10 c2k + czk>, which is certainly an S-unit. 
Let ~=2~-~. Then 
-10i*k+12~=(-10iZk)(-101+if~) 
=-l@l+r:k 
= - 1 Q 1 - c$ +<’ 
=(-l~l-~:k+~)(-lol+i::c) 
1 +i::’ 
=-l@p 
1 -r;:c 
in ‘XQz,A;. 
Let ~k=(l+r:k+c)/(l-i:k+c). Then qkEUk; hence -l@12k+[zk= 
- 10 ylk E ( W@ U,)). From 2.5 we conclude again that &P2/Zz 0 K,(F),, 
is contained in ( WQ U,) ; hence we obtain 
THEOREM 2.12. In the case p = 2, F exceptional, we have exact 
sequences: 
(a) Vi--l, -l}#l inK,(F), 
O-“%/~,@~,(F),,-‘[(w@us,)-]‘“/(-1@llk) 
+ K2(DF)P)l( ( - 1, - 1) > 
~Czo.,(AS,)-l’;“-,H’(~,,,(WQUS,)~)-,O 
and 
o~~2/z20K,(F),,~C(WOU,)-1’“l(-10?k) 
-+ K2(~0,)(2)/( { - A - 11) 
-+(2Q&A,y--H’(f,, (wou,)-j-0. 
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(b) If (-1, -1) = 1 in K,(F), 
O+H’(r+, Q2/Z,02),~2/~20K3(F)nd-* [(WO U”,)-lrz/( -10~~) 
-K,(o,)(2)~C20,,(AS,)-lrZ-tH1(T,,(WOUS,)-)-,0 
and 
Remarks. (i) Since - 1 0 qk is not a square in [(W @ U&l”‘, 
the result can again be interpreted as follows: The kernel of 
K,(o,)(~)/( ( - 1, - 1) ) + (Z O,, A z)~= is obtained by dividing 
[(IV@ 17,)) ]‘& by its maximal divisible subgroup, which is isomorphic 
to (a,/z2pF’, and then dividing by ( - 10 y]k). 
.I 
(11) The groups (‘2 Q,> A ,I Tr, (5@,2(.4S,)P)‘r are finite. This 
follows from 
LEMMA 2.13. ThenaturalmapsH’(rcc,~LZOUF,)-,H1(Jx;,(WOUsc)~) 
and Hl(T,, p2@ U”,,) -+ H’(T,, (W@ U.k)-) are surjective. 
Proof. We compare the exact sequences 
where we used H ‘( To, WQ U,) = 0 as a consequence of Mercurjev’s 
Lemma. Similarly for the S-units. 
COROLLARY 2.14. H’(T,, (W@ U,)-) and H’(T,, (WO U”,)-) are 
finite. 
Proof. It suffices to show that H’(T,, pL2@ UFz)and H1(T,, pLz@ U;,) 
are finite. Again we restrict ourselves to show H’(T,, pLz@ UFm) is finite, 
the argument being exactly the same in the other case. From the exact 
sequence 
o- I&L DjF, -pzOZiF,-O 
we obtain 
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from which the finiteness of H’(T,, pL2 0 OF, ) follows, and hence the 
finiteness of H ‘( Fw, p2 0 tipI ). 
Remark. This corrects an error in [9, Theorem 2.111 
If we specialize again to the case F totally real, we clearly have 
(-1, -l}#l in K*(F). Furthermore O-+-l@-l)-+~~@UF,-+ 
( WQ U,)- + 0 is exact; hence 
o+(-1Q-1)-(p2QUfJF~ 
+ [( WQ U,)--lFr -P H’(T,,, (- 10 -1)). 
The cokernel of ( pz @ UF1)Kz -+ [ ( W@ U, ) - ] TX is represented by 
- 10 qk, and moreover 
Hl(f,,~czQU,~.)-,H’(f,, (f+“OU,)-1 
is an isomorphism. Hence we obtain an exact sequence 
O-+(P,Q U,JF~/( -10 -1) -K*(uFf(2)/((-1, -1)) 
-+(Q3r,~,)F~ -+H’U-,,(MW~J4 
which lifts to give 
COROLLARY 2.15 [9]. if F is totally real, there is an exact sequence 
O+(PZQ UF,)‘~ -+ K~(o#)-* (W3z,42F~z+H'U-,, ~20 UFx) +O. 
3. RANK-FORMULAS FOR K2(uF) 
The well-known Proposition 2.1 shows that the higher p-ranks 
rk,(K,(o,)) are determined by the arithmetic of F, provided pp = F. We 
want to show that in general rkJK,(o,)) is determined by the arithmetic 
in E,: We start again with the non-exceptional case. We have a com- 
mutative diagram from Theorem 2.3: 
I I I 
o- R,(F),,/K,(F)$p+ (pLp”-‘Qd”,-p’ ----+/y-l KZ(OF)+-+ 0 
where we assume n 2 k + 1, if p = 2, which immediately implies 
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LEMMA 3.1. p”-I(pp”@d,)Gnz (ppn-@d,- *p. 
Thus if we restrict the homomorphism 10 II/,, in the exact sequence (8) 
to P-~(p,nO d,)Gn we obtain an exact sequence 
Since coker(R,(F),,/~,(F)~~~’ + K,(F),,/K3(F)s) is isomorphic to 
(B/pZ)‘2(F) we obtain 
THEOREM 3.2. In the non-exceptional case we have for n > 1 (resp. 
n>k+ 1, ifp=2) 
The disadvantage of this formula is that in general it cannot be written 
as a sum of two non-negative integers. Let us look at some special cases: 
COROLLARY 3.3. Assume p odd and [E,, : F] prime to p. Then 
rk,.(&(o,)) = rkdt((pp”C3 oflGn) - r,(F) + rk,((ppnOpn AfJGn). 
ProoJ This is obvious, since for n 3 2, E, = E,,+ , . In particular we 
obtain the following generalization of Corollary 1.8 in [7]: 
COROLLARY 3.4. Assume p odd, [E, : F] = 2. Let (A:)- = ker(NEn,,: 
A: + AC) and let m, denote the number of p-adic primes in F, which decom- 
pose in E,. Then 
rk,.(K,(o,)) = m, + rk,,.((A,S))). 
Proof The action of the Galois-group on cP” is given by complex 
conjuation; hence 
Similarly, (p,” @ O,S)Gn is isomorphic to the kernel of the surjective 
homomorphism 10 JV’&~: pfl @ a: + pLp. @ 0:; hence by the S-unit 
theorem 
rk,.((pfl,O ~~)““=mn+r,(F). 
The result follows from 3.3. 
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Theorem 3.2 leaves out the case p = 2, F non-exceptional, [E,, : F] = 2; 
hence n = k. We study the general case p = 2, [E,, : F] = 2, below, but if F 
contains ~~~~1, we get a result similar to 3.2 by comparing with the 
sequence 
Hence 
PROPOSITION 3.5. Assume p = 2, F= E,- , , [E,, : F] = 2. Then 
rk,,(K,(o.))=rk,.((~,.O Oz)“n)-rz(F) 
+~-k~((p~~@~~ A~)Gn/im(z~-IA~)). 
PROPOSITION 3.6. Assume in the non-exceptional case that [, E F, ifp is 
odd. Then for all n (resp. n > k, if p = 2). 
rk,.((pLpn@ af)Gn) = r*(F) + d,(F) - 1 - rk,(H’(G,, Uf)). 
ProoJ Since we are in the non-exceptional case Lemma 1.1 in [ 111 
(due to Mercurjev) implies H”( G,, pPn 0 0:) = 0; hence ( pP 0 ri)Gn = 
AC(pLp”@ of), where JV denotes the cohomological norm. Now 
where [E, : F] = s, (cr) = Gal(E,/F), and [$ = c>, as E 1 mod p”, aJ f 
1 mod p”+‘. Since i, E F, a = 1 mod p; hence ai - 1 is divisible by p for all 
i> 1. We see that &/lr(cPn@ [E]) has order p” if and only if [JV&~(E)] is not 
a pth power. Hence the norm induces an isomorphism 
From the exact sequence 
we obtain 
rk,4(,u,,@ uf)G”) = rz(F) + d,(F) - 1 - rk,(H’(G,, ef)) 
by the S-unit-theorem (note that r,(F) = 0 if p = 2). Since all p-power roots 
of 1 of F are norms, we have H’(G,, 8:) z H’(G,, U,“), hence the result. 
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COROLLARY 3.7. Assume [, E F, if p is odd, and F non-exceptional and 
n>,k+ 1, ifp=2. Then 
rkJK,(o,)) = d,(F) - 1 - rk,(H’(G, Uz)) 
+ rk,(&,“@,,” A~)““/im[(~p~-~ BP”-1 A:_ ,)“+‘]). 
Since K2(oF) is finite, we have rk,,(K,(u,)) =0 for large n; hence we can 
use the equation to obtain an interesting consequence: 
COROLLARY 3.8. In the non-exceptional case we have, for large n, 
rk,(HO(G,, Uz)) = d,(F) - 1 
+rk,,((/*,,OP A~)Gn/im[(~P,-I@fl-~ Afp,)Gn-l]). 
Specializing further to the case [E, : F] = p, we obtain 
COROLLARY 3.9. Assume [E, : F] = p and i E F, fp = 2. Then 
rkp”(K?(OF))=m,-c+rk,((~L,,O~AAs)Gn/im(,,-,AS,)) 
= m, + log, 
l(p,nO,. A:)‘“1 
(p”-‘A;( ’ 
where p” = Iker(AE+ AZ)), and m, is again the number of decomposed 
p-adic primes of F. 
Proof. We must compute IH’(G,, U;I)I. Now the Herbrand-quotient 
(H’(G,, Uf)I/(H’(G,, Vi)1 has order p&(F)pl-mn and H’(G,, Uf)r 
ker(A: -+ A:), hence the result. 
Although the formulation of 3.9 suggests that in this special case 
rkp”(KZ(OF)) is the sum of two non-negative integers, this is not true 
in general; i.e., jP”-l A:) may be larger than l(~~@~ A”)Gn). Here is an 
example, which has been provided by J. Hurrelbrink. 
EXAMPLE. Let q be a prime, q = 7 mod 16 and F= Q(&, i), E = F(5,). 
Then 2 is totally ramified in I;; hence d*(F) = 1. Since E contains Q(A) 
and -q = 1 mod 8, 2 splits in Q(G); h ence d,(E) = 2. The biquadratic 
class-number-formula (cf. [ 23 ) implies 
MS-1 = IA&I . IA&pJ 
Now, since q = 3(4), the class-number of Q(A) is odd, and since q = 7 
(16), the class-number of Q(G) . d’ IS tvtsible by 4, but not divisible by 
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8. Since, however, the dyadic prime in Q(J-2q) is not principal, we 
obtain 
From 2.1 we conclude that rk4(K2(of))=O; hence rk,(K,(o,))=O as weli. 
Thus since m, = 1 in this case we must have (ps a8 AS,)’ trivial; hence 
c= 1. 
In generalizing this example we show 
PROPOSITION 3.10. Under the conditions of 3.9 assume that rk,. - ,( A :) = 0. 
Then 
rk,,(K,(o,))=d,(P)- 1 -rk,(US,/US,n~~~~,,(En*)). 
Proof: The assumption rk,,-,(A;) = 0 easily implies that (P,~ 0,” A:)‘. 
%,,-I (Az)G”z (A:)Gn. Hence 
I(AS)GnI 
rkp”K2(oF) = m, + log, IAs-1. 
Now by genus theory 
from which the result follows. 
Going back to the situation p = 2, we must still consider the case i# F, 
[E, : F] = 2. The Galois-group is then generated either by c2” + is’ +2”-’ 
or by [,.-i;.=<;‘. In the first case n z 3 and the action on c2”-1 is 
complex conjugation. 
LEMMA 3.11. Assume p = 2, [E, : F] = 2, and G, generated by izR -+ c2”. 
Let A, denote the kernel of the norm map on A,,. Then 
(a) rf { - 1, - 1) # 1 in K,(F), 
O-,K,(F),,/K,(F)~-,~2nOd, -2nK,(F)IC{-1, -l})-‘O 
is e.xact. 
(b) If (- 1, - II= 1 in K,(F), 
O~H’(G,,~~2)3K,(F),~/K3(F)~-t~*n~A, -+,.K,V’)-+O 
is exact. 
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ProoJ: This is easily derived from Theorem 2.4 in [ 1 l] in the same 
manner as in Chap. 2. 
Let (At)- be the kernel of the norm map .NEJ, on A”. The natural 
surjective homomorphism 
restricts to a homomorphism (AZ)- --t2” (AZ)-. Let ,.(A”:)) denote the 
image t,hn[(Af)-]. Th en with essentially the same proof as in Proposi- 
tion 2.4 of [9] one shows 
LEMMA 3.12. 
,,(A”“)- = {[&‘I E,.(A~)~ I [&]*“~‘Eim(,A~)}. 
Let us now first finish the case p = 2, [E, : F] = 2, G,, generated by 
czn + g+*“-‘: 
PROPOSITION 3.13. Assume G, is generated by c2” + [;’ +2”m’. Then 
rkZ”(K2(OF)) = m, - c + rk2((p2” 02. Az)Gn/2,-~(df)-). 
Proof. Since { - 1, - l} = 1 in K,(F) we can apply the exact sequence 
of Lemma 3.1 I for n - 1. Reducing mod 2”th roots of 1 in this sequence we 
obtain a commutative diagram 
0 --+ R3(~)/R,(F)2” - (p2”Q&JG~ ‘2” K2(oJ - 0 
I _ T 
0 - &(F)/&(F)~“-’ - /+lQA; -2n-1 KZ(oF) - 0 
which implies 2n-~( p2” @ d,)Gn z ~~“-1 ad”; and hence proceeding as in the 
proof of Theorem 3.2 we obtain 
Finally we compute rkZ”((p2 @ Df)‘,) via Proposition 3.6. 
To finish the computations for p = 2, [E,, : F] = 2, we must finally look 
at the situation where G, is generated by c2” + czzn. To include the case 
n = 2, define 
A, = { [z] E E,*/E,** 1 DJZ) = 0 mod 2 for ail ;12 $ S) 
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and let A I denote the kernel of the norm map. Then 0 + ( - 1 @ -1 ) + 
dfl --f A,- --f 0 is exact, and thus for each n 3 2, we must only compute the 
cokernel of A,,+ , -+ A,; to obtain the 2”-rank of K,(aF). 
We look at the short sequences 
Let Ai= (A,S))/im(2A,). Then 
LEMMA 3.14. 12n(az) /,.mI(A”;l)m 1 = 2rkz”~‘(z~). 
ProoJ: This is obvious, since rk2n((zna,S)-) = rk,,mI(,%,S). 
LEMMA 3.15. 
l(P2”Q a-I 
limC(h-lO U,“)-]I 
=2m,+r?cF-i+ I 
Proof: We have a commutative diagram 
o- (pLznOU,s)- - p2”Qu; 10NE,I: p2.Q us, 
I I 1 6 NED,, 1 
o- (/+lQL+ - p2”-1Q u,s--+ y,“-l Q u; 
Since each square in Us is a norm, the order of the cokernel of 
(1 QNEnIF)(~2n-~Q Uf) + (1 QNEnIF)(pLZnQ uf) is equal to 
I U”,l(US,)21 if - 1 E NEnIF(Uf) 
and $ I U$?/( U:)2( otherwise. 
In the first case, however, the map 
(~~~0 Ui)-/im(p,.-I@ Uf)- -+p2”@ Uf/irn(p,.-l@ U,“) 
has kernel 1 Z/2& whereas it is injective in the second case. So, from the 
S-unit-theorem the lemma follows in both cases. 
Combining 3.14 and 3.15 we obtain 
THEOREM 3.16. Assume [E, : F] = 2, Gal(E,/F) generated by complex 
conjugation. Then 
rk2JK2(oF)) = m, + rk,.-,(A:). 
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Remark. In the case n = 2 this is due to Conner and Hurrelbrink [4]; 
for arbitrary n and F totally real this was proved in [9]. 
Again, some extreme cases seem worth mentioning: 
COROLLARY 3.17. If As has odd order, then 
rk,.(Kz(o,)) =m,, + rk,,-,(A:). 
COROLLARY 3.18. Zfrk,(At) = rk,,(A$, rhen 
rk,.(K,(o,))=m,+rk,,-I(Af)-rk,,-1(A;). 
Proof: We have an exact sequence 
0~ A,- A$m(,As)% A:- 0. -s 
Since rkz(As) = rk,,(A:), for each i < n - 1, the sequence 
s 0-,, A,, -2s (Az/im(2A$)) -2, A, s--+o 
remains exact, which in particular implies 
On the other hand we have for each i < n - 1 an isomorphism 
since each element in im(,A:) is a 2’th power in A:; hence in particular 
Again, for n = 2, this is due to Conner and Hurrelbrink [4]. 
In the general exceptional case, where G, r r, x T+ is non-cyclic, we can 
obtain a result similar to Theorem 3.2 by essentially the same method: Let 
C,, denote the image of (pza 0 d; )rn in ( ptzn @2E (As) ~ )rn. Then 
We omit the details, since this result only demonstrates how complicated 
the structure of K2(oF)(2) in general is, if the 2-power roots of 1 are not 
contained in F. 
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